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SALLY TANNER:
joining us this

ternoon.

all ve

s is the Assembly Committee on

Toxic Mater

Environmental Sa
it

an

much for

ls.

As you can see, we

t we are

with this hearing is

a

ive ove

i

to do

ew

what

is, what public health risks it poses, what

indoor air pollut

is being done about it now, and what more should be done in the
future to better protect public health from pollutants in the
indoor air.
As you will see, this is really a very complex subject.
One of the reasons

t it is so complex and so hard to deal

with, really, is that the sources of indoor pollution are
everywhere.

There are unhealthy emissions from home furnishings,

from building materials, from hundreds of consumer products, and
from everyday activities like cooking and cleaning house.
addition, many i

problems are caused by naturally

t

occurring substances such as
r one env ronmenta

u.s.

, which has been called the
sk in

1

Indoor

tion

s we now r
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ent air.

rson
r

,

I

r air

more i

rmat

rn i

For some
s, close

rs.

i
i

r than

indoor

ir time indoors.

f

ir t

legislature

by the

consider that the

90%

as

c

Sta

res are often far grea

exposures acquire great sign ficance

to 100%

Uni

Protect on

ronmen

average

In

t

is an issue

ch the

about and which California

should take positive steps to address.

I am hopeful that this

understanding of the subject

hearing will provide us with a

as well as some food for thought as we work on legislation this
year.
Thank you very much.

We don't have a quorum, but I

think I'll wait for about five minutes before we have our first
witness come forward.
I think I will begin.
to come in.

Hopefully, the members will begin

Our first witness will be John Spengler.

Dr.

Spengler is from the Harvard School of Public Health.

Dr.

Spengler, thank you very much for being here.
DR. JOHN D. SPENGLER:
this topic.

Thank you for having hearings on

For a number of years we have felt this is clearly

an area that states ought to be more aggressive in, and
California has been one of the leaders in it.

I'm going to read

in part from my prepared text and then respond in general.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
very good.

That would be good.

That would be

Thank you.

DR. SPENGLER:

I am John Spengler, a professor of

environmental health at Harvard University in the School of
Public Health.

For 15 years we have been engaged in air

pollution exposure and health research.
following the respiratory heal

Currently, we are

and lung development of 15,000

children and 10,000 adults living in six U.S. communities across
the country.

Parenthetically, I'll add that we've just been

funded again by the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences to begin an effort that will look at twenty-four
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communities across the United States and the relationship between
respiratory effects and acid aerosols and acid gases, as opposed
to acid rain.

We're looking at the constituents that are

directly inhaled by children and adults.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

These communities are selected from

across the entire United States?
DR. SPENGLER:
some in California.

Yes.

In fact, hopefully, we'll choose

We've had discussions today preceding this

with Air Resources Board, looking at some of the background data
bases that are available here.

There's been no study to look at

direct effects of acid aerosols to date.

But, we're here to talk

about indoor air pollution and this is what you've got.
Through these studies sponsored by the National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, the Electric Power
Research Institute, and other studies sponsored by the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Gas Research Institute,
we have measured outdoor, indoor, and personal exposures to a
variety of pollutants.

Among them are carbon monoxide, nitrogen

dioxide, particles, metals, sulfates, acid aerosols, ozone,
organic vapors, radon, and biological contaminants.

•

Our sampling

has been done in urban areas as well as rural areas, in homes,
arenas, offices, schools, cars, and airplanes.
In addition to my research and teaching activities, I
have served on the National Academy of Sciences Committee
including indoor pollutants, passive smoking, aircraft air
quality and safety, and air pollution epidemiology.

These

experiences have led to the development of the perspective that

- 3 -

for national public health policy, we should predicate our
regulatory and nonregulatory programs on effective control of
human exposures.

On this rational basis we will more effectively

direct our attention to the sources and the media, that is, the
route by which people are exposed, that contribute most to human
health effects and irritation effects.
Currently, outdoor air contaminant levels are important
and do contribute to human exposures.

In fact, ozone, nitric

acid, particles, acid vapors, the exposures received while
outdoors, will be the most important.
the human exposure profile.

They are going to dominate

In the absence of indoor sources,

these outdoor sources will be the direct determinant.
However, combustion, evaporation, grinding and abrasion,
biological growth, and diffusion of radon can occur indoors,
leading to elevated short-term and integrated exposures to many
contaminants that can produce ill effects in humans as well as
discomfort and material damage.

These effects are documented for

only a few contaminants found indoors.

Nevertheless, we do know

that concentrations often exceed the levels that are currently
being regulated in the ambient air and the design criteria levels
dictated for hazardous waste site cleanup.

Therefore, it is

common sense that we develop a rational and consistent policy for
addressing human exposures to environmental contaminants.
I have structured my testimony in response to the
following topics:

one is, how serious and extensive is the

health threat posed by exposures to air pollutants indoors?
Qualifiers are needed to address this issue.
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On a worldwide

heats and cooks with

basis, over half the world populat

biomass fuels; that's wood, that's animal dung, that's crop
residues, mostly unvented and indoor exposures, is substantial
life-threa

ing

tor

respiratory infections are a

major cause of early childhood mortality in the developing world.
The World Health Organization states that 5 million children
under the age of five die each year of acute respiratory
infections
Can we expect such dramatic effects in the United
States?

In general, the answer is "no.''

The effects we will

observe will be subtle; they will be difficult to perceive and
quantify.

Where effects are delayed in time or result from a

chronic exposure, it will be difficult to attribute a causality
to the indoor sources or exposures.

To say, then, that health

affects due to indoor pollutants are not substantial would be
failing to recognize the complicated factors endemic to assessing
most environmental health problems where the affects are delayed,
, or

exposures are

res

s are quite

common.
Deaths do occur in

•

United States from acute

exposures to pollutants indoors.

Carbon monoxide from faulty

combustion systems, blocked flues, or unvented
are all noteworthy examples.
evidence that

rcoal stoves,

Extrapolating from more recent

ssive

res increase r

ratory

illnesses in children, a substantial increase in medical cost,
lost wages, and lost school time could be anticipated.

Even with

only a small percentage of this nation's annual mortality from
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cancer, which is now at about 350,000 deaths per year, even if a
small percentage were attributed to indoor pollutants:

radon,

asbestos, passive smoking, formaldehyde, organic vapors, it would
exceed any other single environmental cause except for tobacco
smoke and ultraviolet radiation.
There is growing evidence that there are certain
chemically sensitive individuals in our society.

Many, it is

believed, may have acquired their sensitivity due to chronic
exposures.

Even without frank illness, the syndrome of

irritation, fatigue, shortness of breath, and nausea associated
with building-related problems results in lost productivity,
wasteful investigations, and litigation.
Therefore, I believe, to properly manage many
environmental problems, the concepts of exposures and/or risk
contributions, or attributions, must be resolved.

If this

occurs, then indoor air pollution will receive a higher research
priority in many of this nation's research and regulatory
agencies and departments.
Let's turn to the issue of what are the relative risks
of various indoor pollutants.

At this time, it is pernicious to

base a research agenda, or regulatory policy, on indoor air
pollution based on relative risks.

Relative risks are really

only comparable if the units are consistent, such as lifetime
risk of cancer for an individual, or the expected number of
cancers in a population exposed.

These relative risks cannot be

compared to the risks associated with an additional respiratory
infection that may occur in any one of us in the course of a year

-
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eye irritation.

or the increased association

In spite of

these limitations, I will attempt to structure a response to the
generic question of where should we start?
Cancer risks resulting from population exposures to
passive tobacco smoke and radon appear similar and may be in the
range of 2,000 to 20,000 deaths per year. This is about 1.3 to 13
percent of our annual lung cancer mortality.

Yet, the

interactions between tobacco smoke and radon daughter products is
not well-understood, and those effects may be very much larger
than we are currently estimating.

Even at the lower end of this

projection, these risks from known contaminants found indoors, at
levels we are now experiencing indoors, are many times greater
than the risk of routinely operating nuclear power plants.

There

is a finite cancer risk from indoor exposures to volatile and
semivolatile compounds.

They originate from chlorinated water,

termiticides, pesticides, wood

pr~~ervatives,

oil and wood

combustion, electrical fires, solvents, cleaning compounds,
glues, resins, office machinery, supplies, disinfectants,
deodorants, and hundreds of other products and materials.

While

population risk cannot be quantified accurately at this time, the
majority of the

u.s.

population is exposed regularly to many of

these common compounds.

Comparative risk will prove to be

several orders of magnitude hi
hazar

r

risks associated with

s waste sites at this time.
Many contaminants are suspected to contribute to

respiratory symptoms that exacerbate respiratory illness.
the most ubiquitous is tobacco smoke.
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Among

More than half of the

children in America are exposed daily to their parents' cigarette
smoking in the home.
increase the

A pack-and-a-half day smoker is expected to
respiratory symptoms, or chance

's frequency

i

illness, by 20 to 40

of early childhood lower respira
percent.

While the occurrence of mold and mildew problems is

less prevalent than smoking, the risk of increasing respiratory
symptoms for children appears to be between 50 and 100 percent
greater in the homes reporting molds and mildew conditions.
Studies of the health effects from nitrogen dioxide
exposures from unvented combustion has less consistent results.
The relative risks appear to be less than those from tobacco
smoke.

Nevertheless, conditions exist where very high short-term

exposures, and this should read 0.5 parts per million, and these
would be short-term acute exposure, to week or month-long
exposures of about 0.2 parts per million do occur.

These levels

exceed both the California 24-hour standard, which is applied to
ambient conditions, as well as the World Health Organization's
guidelines

r nit

dioxide.

stos and

i

i

insulation

decorative

materials has the potential to be friable and produce airborne
fibers.

Often, friable conditions can be easily detected.

date, EPA's a
measurements
to removi

To

stos program has deemphasized reliance on air
As a result there has been an irrational response

as

tos from

s

buildings

ed completely

on the presence of the asbestos material without regard to fiber
type or condit
fi

In most cases actual exposures to asbestos

rs has not been documented.

This apoplectic response is
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costly and potential

1 if removal of asbestos has

more

been undertaken irresponsibly.
plaster and pipes and
homes.

Replacement

On the other hand, asbestos

rnace insu
i

tions are widely used in
or aging pipe insulation,

rs,

is far more likely to cause asbestos exposures in the home, yet
exposure to asbestos in the home is still inadequately studied
and this could represent the real risk on asbestos exposure.
Priority pollutants and sources:

I am encouraging the

state, as well as the federal government, to really undertake
multi-objective research activities, and I have listed on the
next pages a number of these common indoor contaminants, my
recommendations for issues that should be addressed as some of
the first order of points of business.
Skip forward to Page Eleven if you're following along
with the text and we'll talk about indoor pollutants by building
types.

I think it's safe to say that no structure is exempt from

indoor problems, and it's a complex situation depending on
venti

t

terns,

terns, the

i

ities,

materials that are present in those types

ildings.

the
I've

listed in this table, and indicated by "H'' those homes, those
building types, and by pollutants

t I wou

recommend as

high-priority research areas.
If you'll
some of

across

things li

o

s

, you'll note that for

ical contaminat

are not only fungal organisms and

, and these

res but bacteria and viruses

and the production of antigens that occur in many structures in
the ventilat

terns, which the occupant is totally unaware

-
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of, or the volatile organic emissions, are very poorly understood
at this time, and I do list those as a top priority area.

Across

this table, I also highlighted public housing, which is another
area whi

should be investigated.

This segment of our society

is mostly disenfranchised from the political system, without
having much leverage to call attention to some of these issues,
and aren't even aware of them.

We're finding in our studies some

of the most polluted environments indoors have been associated
with public housing, for a variety of reasons which I can go into
later.
In conclusion, where do the responsibilities lie?

I

think it 1 s an interesting aspect of indoor air pollution that
responsibility for the healthfulness of our indoor environments
is really shared.

Individuals, building operators, architects,

builders, landlords, manufacturers, state and federal officials,
among others, share some of the responsibility.
public and private research can be justified.
ral i

r

air resear

agencies and departments.

Therefore, both
Currently, the

t is divided across several
The Department of Energy, Consumer

Product Safety Commission and the Environmental Protection Agency
have programs that have added substantially to our understanding
of indoor air pollution and human exposure.

However, I'm not

very optimistic that federal agencies will give indoor air
li

high research vis

ility that is required.

Substantial progress awaits congressional resolve to provide
leadership on the environmental issues by establishing priorities
based on a rational understanding of exposures and affects,
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rather on the chemophobic

s

public.

As a result,

California can maintain and strengthen its programs related to
exposure assessment and indoor air quality.
in the nation to establish a sta
the opportunity to rapidly
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. SPENGLER:
state has.

As the first state

indoor air program, it has

ess some

these serious issues.

In what way, for instance?

Well, there are many opportunities the

I think one area, and I know you have other speakers

that are going to address these directly, but you have authority
over a lot of different kinds of structures within the state
system:

your own state buildings, your schools, and public

housing that is either paid for or subsidized with state money,
and have rights of access to maintain certain levels of standards
in those types of structures, and this is extremely important.
You have control over the operation of many buildings, by the
types of solvents and cleaning compounds that are used in these
buildings, by smoking ordinances, by ventilation standards.
can exercise tr

inf

indoor environments in
over.

That's one area.

areas that could

pur

over the quali

Mr

those

ic sector that you have control
course there are many research topic
, as well as eventually guidelines and

standards you might want to cons
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

You

r.

Are there any questions, members?

B
ASSEMBLYMAN BILL BRADLEY:

guideline for carcinogens, infect
are 70

As I understand it, the
, and other toxic affects

rs exposure, 24 hours a day.

correct?
- 11 -

Am

I incorrect, or

DR. SPENGLER:

That's not a standard.

One could

calculate that way, but that isn't necessarily the only way to
calculate it.

If one were to apply risk factors you would take

is into consideration.

If a person was only exposed eight

hours a day for his working lifetime of 40 years, you apply the
proper potency factor for that chemical exposure, and it's
weighted by that time, or duration, that that person may be
exposed.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:

When you talk about indoor

pollution, we probably, in California at least, don't spend any
more than 12 hours in our housing structures.

We're outside in

recreation, entertainment, we sleep about six to eight hours, and
then we go to work.

How do you differentiate all those different

environments when you do research like this that says we're going
to hell in a basket because of indoor pollution?

Guess that's

maybe a three level approach that we expose ourselves to.
DR. SPENGLER:
sta

I

First, I take issue with that last
lieve I'm an alarmist across the board on

't

these issues.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:

I'd say 300,000 deaths a year is a

lot.
DR. SPENGLER:
there are in

No, that is the number of cancer deaths

United States on an annual basis: 350,000.
BRADLEY:

DR. SPENGLER:

You attribute to pollution?

No, I do not attribute those to

pollution.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:

Oh, I thought you did.
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DR. SPENGLER:

No, I said a fraction of those.

If a

fraction of those are caused by carcinogenic materials that we're
commonly exposed to in our homes and workplaces, then it does not
take a very substantial increase in that exposure in that rate of
population because it's so widely exposed.

It's the entire U.S.

population, almost, that are exposed to those kinds of compounds.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:

How do you differentiate them

between the smoker and the nonsmoker, and have you done any
research specifically aimed at those who live in mobile homes
where there was a lot of chemicals like formaldehyde in the wood
sidings and things, so that you get a really positive test
result?
DR. SPENGLER:

We have not studied mobile homes

directly, but in our own research that has been directed
primarily to respiratory health effects in children and adults,
we are able to ascertain and associate the effects of increased
pollution due to passive cigarette smoke on children, for
instance, and internal combustion that goes on inside houses,
with those health outcomes, and I think we have duly taken
account of the compounding variables, some of which you're

•

mentioning, the fact that people aren't in those locations 24
hours a day.

Nevertheless, the associations come up strong, and

they're consistent across many kinds of communities, different
communities across the country.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thanks.
Ms. LaFollette.
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Thank you.
in

've been on

t

several

tees

1
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of Science addressing

Nat

a rcra t

li

s corr

DR.

LA FOLLETTE:
on an ai

r

irus

I

heard recently that anyone

more than a two hour flight, if there is a
of people on that plane that everyone

t gr

con

na

ci

ing

tern that we have in our airplanes.

li

t nea

11

that virus because of the air

I

In our

would not be able to substantiate that.

rations, we looked very hard at this issue

of i

high contact and close proximity of people
in

ines of an aircraft.

ink

new

recircu

air

In particular, when you

, 757's, 67's, 37's, are 50%

s
as

to the other planes that are
ing

i
r

it

f

un

ss

t in filters,

a so wou

t

to

We can
an ou

case

ses

is was an

tarmac
0

rs a

r a cons

f

rk

re there has

t were associated with people

f

t

s you used a higher

vert

one
i

is

air is increased as a

i
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resul
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Is anything

tru

DR.
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I noticed

ventilation system
r
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at one small town in
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r Ala

time.

The

ka, and it

s case that one physician saw an outbreak of

was fortuitous in

flu, and the only thing he found in common was that all the
people had sha

t same ai

use this one

1 study

flight, so they were able to

not know

is that people really

is back.

trace
t

So, the point

your increased exposure or

hazards are from airline traffic due to viral infection.

It

really has not been studied.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

You say it has not been

studied?
DR. SPENGLER:
contaminated most

Not been studied.

by contact contamination.

t is suspended in the air

be not

Unfortunately, we get
My concern would

the aircraft, in terms of

the airborne viable material, but people sneezing, expectorating
on surfaces that we, then, come in contact with.
get infected.

That's the primary route of infection.

rne contact is very real.
LA

airl nes are

is as a possible problem

r assessment, following the committee's

, was

ss

ress required the FAA to do

t it, it would not be done individually by the

some
aircraf

manu

ture s or

condit

11

some commerc
is,

about

feel any of the

ess it?

DR •

liberat

Do

to

in to

•

Yet you

thin a very small confine, so the chance of having an

still are
air

That's how we

t

raters,

research, and we've been contacted by

airlines to
re

in the following

se them as to how to approach

it, and it will probably never see the
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light of day;

it'll never be published because it will be done

in the private sector.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
allergic to tobacco smoke •..

So the person who is

When I am on a flight where flights

which are not intrastate and so smoking sections are allowed,
it's very obvious to me that the stale air is circulating and
recirculating.

Well, I think it's something that, maybe,

sometime we'll be able to address.
DR. SPENGLER:

Pilots often •.. , maybe this notoriety now

about air quality has changed the operational practices of
pilots, but for years they had economic incentives to bring that
plane in cheaper in terms of fuel economy, and one of the ways
they did it was to reduce the air circulation conditioning units
because of the fuel penalty associated with providing
ventilation, and that just made the problem worse.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you.

Mr. Margolin?

ASSEMBLYMAN BURT MARGOLIN:

Dr. Spengler, you conclude

your statement by expressing a lack of optimism about the
prospects for the federal government viewing this issue as a high
level, high visibility, research priority.

Is the reason for

that that responsibility for air pollution is divided among too
many agencies or organizations, or are there other reasons why it
isn't getting the high level national research attention it
should receive?
DR. SPENGLER:
has some benefits to it.

In part, the division of responsibilities
It's not necessarily a disadvantage.
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I'd rather

say that the lack of optimism probably reflects some of the
budget realities that these agencies face, on the one hand.
There s not a

enthusiasm or support for new program areas.

so, there is a
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vision

thin, particularly, what I

in some

1
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ies.

ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

In your statement you also talk

about the asbestos issue, and you refer to this EPA preference
for removal in place of doing what might be more appropriate, in
many cases, which is to do an air measurement.

Could you give us

some additional insight into why the less costly, more
preventive, effort at health protection, which is the air quality
measurement, isn't being emphasized more strongly by EPA?
DR. SPENGLER:

There is a difference of opinion.

Some

people believe, and it's true, that the release of fibers can be
episodic and that total reliance on measurements themselves, the
actual suspended fibers, isn't necessarily always the right way
to go about it.

But, take the reverse, where there's no

documentation of people actually being exposed to fibers because
it's so contained, it's concealed, it is not friable, and yet,
what's happening, because EPA has given certain guidelines, and
the decisions are being left up to school committees, in many
cases, or private building owner-operators, no one wants to take
the individual liability associated with it, so they float a
bond ...
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:
DR. SPENGLER:

It's a liability issue •..

•.• for several million dollars to rip it

out, in many cases where it's not necessary and increase the
exposure to that secondary workforce, now, that is involved in
the removal.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

So it's a question of being, from

a legal standpoint, absolutely safe.
frequently, the first choice.
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That's why removal becomes,

I know it's hard to generalize, and I know your research
has broken down the issue into different categories of risk and
different types of buildings, but try to generalize, just for a
moment here.

t that we have limited resources, and

Given

it's a new area for us to be examining, relatively new, is the
home environment a matter of greater concern, or should it be a
matter of greater concern, to us than the office environment?
How can you compare the risks that people experience in the
office environment versus the home environment?

Could you give

us some insight into that?
DR. SPENGLER:

That's quite difficult to do.

You can

certainly find categories of homes where the risks are calculated
to be quite high, given the presence of smokers, given biological
contamination, ..•
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

You talked of public housing, for

instance, as one category where •.•
DR. SPENGLER:
group in
like

sense

In general, that would be a high risk
t

're, from our research and it looks

rs, you're more likely to find the more contaminated

environments in that sector of the housing stock, and for several
reasons: it may be a smaller volume building, in most cases; the
occupancy density usually is higher per volume in those things;
their lifestyles, in terms of the potential of misusing gas
appliances,

1

of other factors:

to a higher exposure category, and a variety
the use of pesticides by the municipality that

controls that housing to kill cockroaches and other things often
leads to high exposures that are totally undocumented at this
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s i

outdoors
re s
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can
terms of
1
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if

or to
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r

meters,

t

ea

s it

based on the materials that would be used in order to build an
inexpensive house?

Is that you're ••• ?

DR. SPENGLER:

It's a variety of factors that, at this

point, would say that if you're going to find a combination of
conditions that would lead to a higher probability of
contaminated indoor environments, those conditions exist more
frequently in public housing, or low-cost housing, in a variety
of things we've seen, like ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

But you don't have anything to

substantiate that?
DR. SPENGLER:

Yes, we have specific studies to

substantiate that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

But took a housing area here that

was, maybe, middle-class housing, another housing area that was
low-cost or public housing, and you found a difference in, maybe,
the same town?
DR. SPENGLER:
th some
area

nit

es.

Let me illustrate.

Let me illustrate

We've made a survey in the greater Boston

dioxide concentrations in houses.

That was a

representative sample of all the housing stock in Boston.

Some

700 homes were involved in the study over the course of a year.
In the upper percentiles of the concentrations we found a higher
propensity for them to be up in public housing, and our
conclusions were

llowing:

the smaller volume structures,

and if the volume is smaller the concentration is higher in most
cases, the misuse of the appliance for a supplemental heating
source, the possibility of misaligned and faulty combustion
sources, they just didn't have the maintenance done to them.
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if you active

increase, so if you want
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sources that are within those

with careful attention to
structures.

, the air circulation
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, your concentrations

and dilut
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t I'm calling for.

That's

I'm saying you ought

to pay attention to what generates those sources.

There are

behavioral factors as well as mechanical appliances as well as
other source materials that are used in those structures.

You

ought to be mindful of·those things when you enact energy
conservation.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Do you think only ventilation

would help?
DR. SPENGLER:

No, no.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

In other words, we have these

light fixtures, we can have
DR.

No.
WRIGHT:
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

The reason I'm aski

is

re

t

are considerably fewer smokers today than there were five years
ago, and I mean considerable fewer, and so I wou

assume

that if passive smoking is such a great cause

cancer

there would be a tremendous decrease in the number

e

people who would develop lung cancer.
DR. SPENGLER:

Let me point out that, to date,

only ... , well, it's more than a handful.

re is

There are some twenty

to twenty-five published articles that show an association
between passive smoke exposure to a spouse and increased lung
cancer.

But the vast majority of the lung cancer cases are

associated with smokers directly, 95% on a national aver

e

are ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I was asking about the

sive

smoker because now the passive smoker ... , I mean,

t's

i

referred to constantly.
DR. SPENGLER:

That's right.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

What studies, what is

There have been studies and it's been proven

t

.?

ssi

smoke ...
DR. SPENGLER:
certai

Well, again, this level

always subject to question.

causali

When we
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strat

or shown something by statistical association, this is
difficulty of some of these environmental heal

s

problems, and particularly with passive smokers,
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example of that.

f

One can think of many compounding vari

that could be intertwined with who smokes,
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
you have questions?

Thank you very much.

rs

Ms. Wright?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
Attorney General's Office.

first

To

from
you were

It s

through the litany of what your prob

were,

i

were all

things that should legally have been taken care of at

t point.

It seemed to me what you were talking about situations that were
really faulty materials.
that situation?

Where would legislation come in to help

It seems to me a court case would have done

that.
MS. LARA:

No, they were following the building

and the building codes are very, very low.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

But you were talking about

five ...
MS. LARA:

The 5 cfm?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
MS. LARA:
not enough.

Yeah.
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It's not adequate.
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ease.

They are all just to code.
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Yes.
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at least 9 to 15 just

affluence, just for body orders.
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I understand that yours were hardwood floors.

t is

the possibility, I know it would be expensive but was it ever
suggested that you just remove the floors and put new floori
in?

Would that have done it?

Would that have made the

difference?
MR. SALLE:

We had two experts with different opinions.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
MR. SALLE:

Yes.

God help us

We said, This is what

What do you think?"

He said neither one of the suggestions wou
said the problem is in the subfloor.
that.

rts.

Then we went down to Stanford and

talked with Dr. Trudell, another expert.
they've suggested.

th all the

work.

There's no way to
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There's no way to get that out of there.
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So what you're saying is

couldn't have gone in and decided to tear
put a whole new flooring in?
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It still would not have

you
and
the

situation?
MR. SALLE:
the subfloor.

It would have,

t the

The subfloor has to be replaced,

stained
i

is very

expensive.
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Just tear down

build over again.
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Okay,

rs

I

em is

we

can't get a lab to say, "Yes
these things that have come

t

are

I

all fact, but you can't go before the j
"This is what I feel.

You have to

someone

is an

They don't want to get involved, and public

rt.

ies are too

busy, have no money, or can't get involved

r

ems,

and the private agencies either don't want to
because of litigation or they are prohibiti
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

I

really think

a

good case.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Your

rtment isn't

1

working.
MR. SALLE:

The coun

rtment

1

me a

ist

of names to call.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
county facility or state faci1i

I

wou

I d

after a

i 1

attorney.
I'm sorry, but
MR. SALLE:

I

think

1

i

Well, we

We're living on disabili
spend.

a r

te case.
it?

We

We went to a lawyer

t

a

to

wants a $5, 00 re

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
home, though?
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t s

va

r

I

t

$5

r
l

r

tori
at

l

man,

. SALLE

d

loo

went

test

i

fi

ve.

r

?

e

ities

come from
r

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

It's not one

t is

tance

common to all these items that you are sensitive

It s all

different?

if it s in

You know, sometimes it s one

so many different varieties

re

ts

sensitivity comes from ...
MS. MOLLOY:

That's the puzzle.

This

is

time I've seen any doctors from major occupat

first
lth centers

in the states document that they are seeing hundr

r

of people coming through the occupational

lth centers

this type of complaint.

I

We don't know why.

but doctors, experts, and scientists real

certai

't.

don't know quite

what's broken, or why we're not working proper
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

So, truthful

get into a car and ride around,

se you are sensitive to

exhaust of another car in front
MS. MOLLOY:

can't even

?

int I can drive,

At this

t I cou

't

for about five years.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

e

Do

ki

medication for it?
MS. MOLLOY:

I'm on ki

an

some medication that Alzheimer's

tients

t, a tri l

r

e.

It's meant to

increase oxygen in the brain.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

to fi

basically, when we talk about i

most

live with it all the time, if there are just certain
because of health or sensitivi

to one

chemical have a problem no matter

-

out is,
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re

rticu

r

us

e

ki

, I just

t

s

, as a

e

cover
see
t

to

in

li

rn

a

WRIGHT:
ece of

t

is

MOLLOY:

I

se I

I?

RWOMAN TANNER:
. MOLLOY:

I have a

s

re.

i

some
r

t

sensi ive ar

,
i

is

e

0

t

t

t

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
s

t's

i

MS. MOLLOY:

ing done,

Yeah, there's a s

e

it would establish some rights for the

wou

sort-of like those given other people who are di
words, that we would have the r

t to

also

In

into a

r

u

ic

hospital.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
All right.

Okay, thank you.

That's enough.

Any further questions?

Thank you very much.

It would be nice if we

could just sit here and say we can offer some answers and give
you advice as to what to do.

It's just that these are some ve

difficult problems, and we have faced the same kind of difficulty
that you have, for instance, for the hypersensit
difficult to develop legislation for the

It s very

rsensitive, a

know that there are those who are hypersensitive.

we

In a case s

as yours, it seems to me that the person you bought the house
from should have some liability towards what
MS. MOLLOY:

It would be great if t

Hazard Eva

Office, for example, just because they're
supposed to be on the front line
kind of extraordinary or new si

th i

are
s

some

tion comes

I

great if they could pay attention to things like
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But you can't even

about what shall I do with my
MR. SALLE:
underfunded.
no funds.

tion

wou
i

t an answer

int.

The thing is, t

This is what we hear most

If you could make funds avai

all

're
all, is

e, on some ki

basis where we could have the facilities avai
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t

,

re are
a

people pay for the tests, if necessary, I would be very grateful
to do that, if we could find a place, because I've heard that
some of these air tests that can be done for $50 would satisfy,
at least partially, what's going on in our house.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It would seem to me that the

Department of Health Services and the local county health
department should provide that.
MR. SALLE:

•

They say they don't have the facilities or

the manpower to do anything.
MS. LARA:

We've had the same problem.

It seems that to

have a study done, even for a building like ours, the costs are
prohibitive.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We can put it in the budget

it blue-penciled.
Thank you very much.
Our next witnesses, maybe they can give us some answers,
are Steve Hayward, the Director of the Indoor Air Quality
Program, Department of Health Services, John Holmes, Director of
the Research Division, Air Resources Board, and the Legislative
Analyst who will discuss the state resources devoted to indoor

•

air.

Will you please come forward?
Steve Hayward, if you would speak first.

Identify

yourself.
MR. STEVEN R. HAYWARD:

Yes, thank you Madam Chairwoman.

I'm going to read from a prepared text.
out just in the interest of brevity.
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I may leave some parts

I'm Steven Hayward, research chemist and manager of the
California Indoor Air Quality Program.

I'd like to thank the

committee for an opportunity to testify on this important topic
today.
I'll give a short review of the history of the indoor
air quality program, what we're doing now and what our plans are
for the future, if we do have time.

I assume I'll have questions

about that anyway, and I'll certainly answer any questions that
you have.
The program is part of the Air and Industrial Hygiene
Laboratory in the Department of Health Services.

The

ram has

been in existence since 1983 as a result of the passage

two

pieces of legislation enacted in 1982, Chapter 1026, which was
Assemblywoman Tanner's AB 3200, and Article 2.5, Chapter 719, by
Senator Deddeh, both of which amended the Health and Safety Code.
Ms. Tanner's legislation stated that the people of the state of
California have a primary interest in the quality of the indoor
environment in which they live, and that the legislature declares
that the public interest shall be safeguarded by a coordinated,
coherent state effort to protect and enhance the environmental
quality in residences, public buildings, and offices in the
state.

I do want to note that that is an awfully large mandate,

especially for what has turned out to be a rather small program.
The legislature charged DHS with the responsibility of
coordinating this state effort.

Later that year there was more

legislation specifically towards formaldehyde in mobile homes,
but also that further defined our role in this effort.
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That

it is

legislation stat

rpose of the

i

state Department

legislature that

conduct a toxic resear

rmat

and i

of this program be

Health Service shall
ram,

to

of contaminants, and

maki

regulations

iate.

As I'll state
started in this ef
make progress.

nat

te

of the source

recommendations

ter

I

rt, a

ink

re jus

we are cer

is arti

a re

approximately $367,000 in
be used to fund

rd methods

s

for measuring indoor air quali

e

that a part

r laws or

rely
y at

i

r

nc

the program conduct a st

of

i

to

renee

act

program

tti

was to
rement

rma

ss

i

homes.
I'm going to

over

discussion of the staff.

Suffice it to say that we

in the program and

that we have no funds

consulti

I also note that

II

si

pollution, such as

tos fi

chemicals, and mic

ical

1

indoor air quali

are af

people's percept

tat ions,

that our staff must
presently staffed

other contracts.

a br

sources of indoor

,

toxic or
al
i

the
t

s, it means
tise.

environmenta

microbiologist, a biophysicist, a ven i
epidemiologist-psychologist.
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ic

we are

sts, an ae
tion

ineer,

an

I'd also like to point out that the problem wi
air pollution is actually more complex
pollution.

indoor

that of outdoor air

The sources are much more d

rse indoors, and there

are several million indoor microenvironments in California alone.
I'll note that Mr. Salle's home is one of several million in the
state.

This is compared to a much smaller number of outdoor air

sheds.

For this reasons, we tend to have to choose our

activities very carefully, basing the

ices both on our own

capabilities, our knowledge of the re

ri

s

different indoor pollutants, requests by

legis

the formaldehyde survey, and also concern

the

Most of our work is geared towa

an

s

problems and general solutions that can be

ture,

as
ic

i

it to as

Californians as possible.
Now, responding to concern of the legislature is,
course, a high priority for us.

Two specific mandates

originating in the legislature have been a study of forma
in mobile homes and a study

stos in

formaldehyde study was required

Senator

2376.

ic buildi

s.

s bill, AB

Our response was the largest random sur

rma

exposure in mobile homes ever carried out.
resulted in a new and better unders

ing

of exposure to low levels of formaldehyde, as
an indoor air quality survey method
others.

1
1 as

effects
ri

t is now widely

The study demonstrated that people exposed to levels

formaldehyde as low as 0.05 parts per million can suffer health
effects.
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The asbestos study was required by Chapter 116 of the
Statutes of 1986, which was Assemblyman Margolin's AB 2070, which
established a task force of which our department is the lead
agency.

Our program is presently working together with an

outside contractor on what we consider the most ambitious and
innovative response to the problem of asbestos in public
buildings that has been attempted by any state to date.
I am now going to describe our activities in some more
detail.

Our activities have fallen, generally, into one

major categories:

three

research, public education, and information

dissemination and coordination of other activities in the state.
I will first discuss research.

I might note

t research is

mentioned several times in Assemblywoman Tanner's or

inal

11.

this is appropriate, since we are at the state of knowledge of
indoor air quality problems that corresponds to our level of
knowledge of outdoor air pollution approximately forty years ago.
Indoor air quality is a very new field, and we are just beginning
to understand what pollutants we are exposed to, at what levels,
and what the health effects are.

Unfortunately, much of the

knowledge, and even the methodology, that has been gained

•

outdoors is not directly transferable to the indoor environment.
Research is necessary to establish this base of information on
which the rest of all of our other activities depend, including
any recommendations for laws or regulations, coordination of
other state activities in indoor air quality, and our efforts in
education and information where laws and regulations are not
appropriate.
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One type of research we are engaged in consist of large
field surveys of the entire state.

This means studies to

determine what people are actually exposed to.

The formaldehyde

study we've carried out in the past is an example of this, as is
the current study of asbestos in public buildings.

We are also

currently engaged in a statewide pilot survey of radon in homes,
which was funded jointly by our department and with funds from
the Air Resources Board.
Other resear

that we are engaged in is being carri

out in limited numbers of buildings, but this research is
designed to be generally applicable throughout the state.
examples include investigation of some care

lly selec

cases

of building related illness, "sick building syndrome' 1 , and
studies of the effects of baking out new office buildings, which
is a method of heating a new building for several days before
occupancy in an effort to reduce levels of toxic chemicals
indoors and therefore to minimize the occurrence of building
related illness.
I might note, in the case of building related illness,
that there are approximately, it's believed to be approximately,
1,000 such cases in the state every year, and I'd like you to
perhaps consider the possibility of our investigating every one.
See how much time that would take.
We are also carrying out studies of the concentrations
of toxic organic chemicals in the breath of humans as a measure
of their exposure, an exploratory study of the effect of
evaporative cooler operation on levels of airborne microbes in
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homes, and also long-term studies of indoor air quality in a
large office building and a large apartment building for the
elderly.
We believe it is very important to provide people with
information on the health implications of indoor pollutants and
what steps they can take to protect themselves.

To this end, our

group is engaged in efforts to educate and inform the public.
For example, we have developed two brochures, one on radon in the
horne and one on airborne allergens.

We have several others

planned for this corning year, including formaldehyde and asbestos
in the horne.

we also duplicate and distribute publications

produced by the

u.s.

EPA on radon reduction methods, on radon

prevention and new construction, and listing companies proficient
in measuring radon in homes.
Our program is also charged with coordinating all
activities relating to indoor air quality within the state.

To

this end, we have convened an interagency working group on indoor
air quality.

This is a group of representatives of agencies

within the state that are affected by or have an interest in
indoor air quality problems.

•

Staff of our program also maintain

individual contact with staff of agencies that are actively
engaged in such problems, such as the Air Resources Board, the
California Energy Commission, and the Office of the State
Architect, and with staff of federal agencies such as the EPA,
the Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the Department of
Energy.

(I have been designated by the EPA as their official

California radon contact person.

We also interact with other
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groups within DHS that have specific interests in indoor
pollutants, as well as with local and county health departments
that receive indoor air pollution complaints.

Finally, we did

assist the Cal-OSHA Standards Board in drafting their minimum
ventilation standard, which I might mention is not applicable
anymore.
Some of the areas -- well, gee, I think you'll probably
ask me about what we think should be done in the future, so I'm
not going to read that.
In summary, I'd like to say that the state of California
has made a good start in an important, but previously neglected
area, and we think we've accomplished much already, because
the foresight of those who helped to establish an Indoor Air
Quality Program within the state.

In fact, for many areas of

indoor air quality, California is acknowledged as a leader among
states.

However, much remains to be done, as you probably have

heard and will hear today.

Your desire to hold this hearing

suggests that you continue to be concerned about this important
public health problem.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Before we go on to the next

speaker, I'd just like to make a comment.

You are doing all of

this with eight people?
MR. HAYWARD:

That's right.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
fantastic.

I think that's quite

Well, the Chairman had designated that we should hear

all the speakers and then go into questions.

-
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MR. HAYWARD:

Oh, I might mention that one of our

positions is vacant, so we really only have seven people.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
amazing.

I think that's quite

Now, Mr. Holmes.
MR. JOHN R. HOLMES:

Thank you Madam Chairwoman, members

of the committee, good afternoon.

For the record, I'm John

Holmes, Director of Research for the California Air Resources
Board.

We're pleased to have been afforded the opportunity to

summarize for you the Board's current activities related to
indoor air quality.
The Board has been formally involved in indoor air
quality for the last two years.

We got one new staff position

and $200,000 in contract funds, this past year, to explore the
question of indoor exposures to air pollutants, and to assess how
such information should be utilized in the Board's air quality
programs.

As the members of this committee know, your

Chairwoman, Assemblywoman Tanner, in 1986, introduced AB 3052,
which was approved by the full Legislature and signed by the
Governor, giving the board responsibility in a new area of toxic
air contaminants, namely, the question of indoor exposures to
toxic air contaminants.

We are required to carry out risk

assessments related to indoor exposures as well as outdoor
exposures when we take toxic chemicals through the identification
process that was specified in Ms. Tanner's earlier bill, AB 1807.
So, as a result of these 1986 actions, the Board is
involved in an indoor air quality, is currently focused on two
kinds of activities.

One is research into indoor and personal
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exposure to air pollutants, especially toxic pollutants.

The

second is integration of the provisions of AB 3052 into the
Board's toxics identification process, which is a major task for
us.

We're required to do something that we can't really do until

we gather the data through our research efforts, to provide us
with the people who carry out these risk assessments for us.
First of all, regarding the Board's research activities,
we have underway five projects related to indoor exposure.

The

first project is a study of the activity patterns of
Californians.

This study is going to gather the information that

will answer the question that was raised by Assemblyman Brad
little earlier this afternoon.
spend most of their time in?
factory?

What environments do Cali
Their homes?

Commuting on freeways?

The office?

a
nians

The

I think the question of total

exposure, overall exposure, is critically dependent upon where
people are for various parts of their day, so that the study is
underway in a number of different areas around the state.
We ought to be able to use this same study for modeling
purposes to develop a computer method of estimating overall
exposure to air pollutants, particularly toxics.
The second project is a residential radon survey.
Hayward just mentioned this project.

Dr.

As you know, radon is a

radionuclide, a radioactive substance, and it is subject to
regulation as a toxic air contaminant in our program.

The data

for California radon exposure is practically nonexistent.
starting from scratch, very nearly, on this project.

We're

It's

important to obtain additional measurements of concentrations in
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California before considering whether or not to designate it as a
toxic air contaminant.

Results also will provide information

useful for focusing future investigations of possible hot spot
areas, where indoor radon levels may be unacceptably high.

We

know that Department of Health Services is concerned about this.
The third project is a pilot study to develop methods of
monitoring personal exposure to fine particles, respirable
particles, particles that can be carried down into the deepest
recesses of the lung, and particles responsible for causing some
of the problems you've heard about just within the last few
minutes.
This study involves laboratory and field testing
various models of indoor, outdoor, and personal monitors and
various filter devices that can be used to measure respirable
particles.
development.

Personal monitors, of course, are a very new
They are little battery-powered devices that are

worn by an individual throughout the course of the day.

They are

kept on the bedside table at night and get the valid sample
continuously of the air in whatever environment the person
happens to be in during the 24-hour day.

I think part of the

study is going to concentrate on asthmatics and their homes.
People who suffer from asthma, you know, are especially sensitive
to the kinds of particular problems that develop in home exposure
to toxics involved.
The fourth project is a very important one that we
funded jointly with the EPA, our total exposure assessment
methodology, the TEAM study.

Dr. Spengler alluded to this a
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little bit earlier as one of the three or four major EPA studies
that is being done in the country.

We're fortunate enough,

because we had some additional funding to provide, they decided
to do it in California instead of somewhere else.

This study

measures personal indoor and personal outdoor concentrations of a
number of organic compounds in 55 homes in southern California.
Most of the chemicals we're measuring are on our own list
potential or identified toxic air contaminants.

This is goi

to

make a major contribution to this mandate that we're carryi
under AB 3052.

It's also an important first step in ga

necessary information on testing methods, but it's goi

out

ri
to need

to be followed up, I think, by more comprehensive studies if
we're going to have precise data for overall risk assessment.
Finally, the most recently funded project is a pilot
study of indoor exposure to PAH's.

These are hydrocarbons,

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons.

These are compounds that are

contained in diesel exhausts, for example, and smoke from a
number of different combustion sources.

They're known to cause

cancer and cellular mutations, and of course, INR was looking at
these compounds with concern.
Our study is going to develop methods for the measuring
of PAH's indoors and, if it's successful, we hope to fol

up

with a larger study that will give us a more comprehensive
base that we can use to carry out a precise risk assessment.
As you can see, a lot of the work that we're sponsoring
at this stage of indoor air quality is at the pilot level and
will require appropriate operation base and follow-up studies, at
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least in the places where we get information that suggests that
there is a problem that must be dealt with.

My staff has

prepared, and our board has just endorsed at a meeting in Los
Angeles last Friday, a five year study

to he

research efforts in all of these different areas.

guide our
The progress

we make over the next few months, few years, is going to be
largely dependent on the resources that are made available to us.
We have one staff person now, with $200 000 in contract

I

The Governor is requesting a budget increase to
research and analysis of indoor pollutants

our

is

year

would cover both toxic air pollutants and criteria
In addition to sponsoring research, we have a
other activities underway.

We reported to our board in

1987 on the question of indoor air quality and its severity
around the state and the ability of state agencies to deal with
it.

The board asked us to do several things in response to

report.

One of those is a survey plan, whi

The other is the question of who is responsi
quality.

I'm giving you.
e for indoor air

I think we've heard today that it's not clear and it

may be the case that nobody is responsible, but we've sur
total of thirty state and federal agencies and ask

what

authority they have and to what extent they are exercising tha
authority.

In June, I believe, I'd be

eased to send

s

committee a copy of that report when it's completed.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
appreciate that.
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I'm sure the commit

wou

MR. HOLMES:

We interact closely with both the

Department of Health Service and other state agencies and the
Committee on Indoor Air Quality.

We are going through

communication with our counterparts in the EPA, as far as indoor
air quality goes.

The primary thrust at the federal level, as

we've heard from Dr. Spengler, is research and the dissemination
of information, and, to a limited extent some technical
assistance.

In the words of EPA, the people we've talked to,

however, the state and local governments are going to be the
primary level of the government to which the public should

rn

for help in assessing and solving their immediate indoor air
quality problems, so it seems clear to us that the actual
mitigation of the indoor air quality problems is, the way it
stands now, going to be left to the states and local government,
so I believe the committee's consideration this afternoon of
indoor air quality problems and their solution is both
significant and very timely.
I appreciate this opportunity to brief you regarding our
own activities and am pleased to respond to any questions or to
provide you with anything further you might wish.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Thank you.

I do know there

are some questions coming up, but I guess we should hear from the
last witness.

If you would please identify yourself for the

record?
MS. KATE HANSEL:

My name is Kate Hansel.

Legislative Analyst's Office.

I'm with the

We've prepared a letter and a

table that basically gives the bottom line of what the two
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r and in the budget year,

agencies are doing in the current

in front of you,

has a

which I've been told each of

and I'll respond to any questions.
Just in summary, in

tween

rr

ti

agencies, in the budget year, they're r

to be in the Air Resources

That distribution is basically goi
Board.

Department of Health Services

appropriation for the asbestos s

I

s a one-t
11

t

and the Air Resources Board is

So, it appears that the

little larger in the budget

i

increase
ir

half a million dollars to expand
basis.

$1.6 million.

ram on an

r Boa
r

t

ram

in

that lists all the different studies,

as

i

it's pilot studies, small studies, and just a first step.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
Members, and

I

All right.

Thank you.

want the audience to be aware as well,

the Chair of the Ways and Means

ttee, who will

and discussing budget matters on

s, is

we felt it was important that he

so know

s

so

t

s

we have in the state.

•

I believe you have a question, Mr. Ma
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

, Ms. Tanner

question is for Dr. Hayward, and it involves
that we authorized that has been moving a
some months.

I'm concerned about what the da

the project will be.

i

fir
stos s

now for a

of completion

There's been some concern about de
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r

g~tting

the project off the ground, having to do with selection

of a contractor.
DR. HAYWARD:

Right.

ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:
~here

Could you give us some sense of

that project is right now and when you expect completion?
DR. HAYWARD:

Yes.

The contractor has been under

c8ntract since, I believe, September, and since that time we've
r0mpletec what I would estimate to be about half of the task
that's required of us.

One part of that task is to develop a

unif0rm reporting form.
c0ntractor.
h~lf

We've done that with the help

t

The contractor has surveyed, I would say, just

r

of the buildings, half of the square feet that they wil

s•u~.:....,ying.

We divided that into three sections.

sect;on was in the Los Angeles area.

The first

Those are all completed.

The second section was in southern California, outside of Los
A·1ge 1 es, and those are under way nm-1.

The third sect ion wi 11 be

throughout the rest of the state, mostly in northern Cali

rnia,

and that will be done, I would assume, within the next few
months.
The next part of the requirement is to analyze the data,
wricr is a very difficult task, and to provide statistical
eYtrapolations from approximately 240 to 40,000 or more
builiings, and we're doing that witr the help of the statistical
cons•1ltant of the contractor.
our task force by July
ASSEMBLYMAN

3S

Hopefully, He'll have a report to

to the results of that.

MJl.R~:;orJIN:

You report to the task force, and

when will the task force report to the Legislature?
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DR. HAYWARD:

11 certainly

Well,

attempt to digest the informat

as

it to the Legislature as soon as i
would hope it

no mo e

I

sible and

s

can

I

t

certainly

e from

ni

r

want it to

We certai

course, is that our

earlier than that, but our problem,

comes out, and in

as

a

request, not request but mandate.

department has to go thr

i

a

review

r

rt

in meeti

past

s

i

deadlines just
through.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

fie ent s

You

resources in your department to
DR. HAYWARD:

we

i

I

s

this point I would
job are sufficient

contract.

We

t

is job and a lot of other things, but at

resources to handle

the contractual

e

f

resources

sically
igations,

So I certain

we

the asbestos

are required to oversee
suff ci

r

can't

ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:
with you while you are

i sue I

to raise

re

tion

whether or not there shou
pollution.

There's a controver

over

of opinion in the scientific communi

s

t

t are

r

ts

concer

t

about that?
DR. HAYWARD:

Well, I've actual

this for the last few years,
asked to recommend laws

se
r

lations
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t we've
re

iate.

Ther

is a great deal of dissension in the scientific community, alone,
not to mention the legal community, as to whether it's
appropriate to have actual standards.
Now my personal opinion is that standards for levels
particular compounds may be appropriate, but we don't have enough
information, scientifically, at this point to do that except,
perhaps, for formaldehyde.

Our department has already

recommended a level of formaldehyde that shou

be standard.

Department of Housing and Community Development chose to
a standard that was related to emissions from materials
than an actual level.

r

That was, more or less, fol

standards, but my feeling is that for most organic
toxic compounds, I think that's not possible at this time.
There are a lot of other standards that are possible.
One particular standard is what we used to call the minimum
ventilation standard, which was a Cal-OSHA standard.

It required

that ventilation systems in buildings would seal buildings,
occupational but not industrial buildings,
systems should be operated and maintained as

t such ventilation
were designed.

There is, at this time, no requirement that that happen.
Therefore, you can have a building that has a ventilation system
designed to provide so much fresh air to people, and it
have to be operated that way.

n't

In fact, at this point, there is

nobody to enforce such a standard were it in effect, but I
it is very much needed.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

I have one other question that

relates, I guess, to your last comment about no one being in
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nk

deeply we are going to be giving
government addit

t into this area more

As we

place to enforce the standard.

responsi

li

var

s

to

s

ams

careful monitoring of existing

r

state

s

,

mo e

to

esear

0

Air Resources Boa

There is already a division between

the Department of Health Services in this area.
perhaps, Mr. Holmes, you could join in a
characterize for me the nature

is

t,

t

Resources Board and Depar

Heal

give me your thoughts as to which of

DR. HAYWARD:

1

Well,

re are

My impression and opinion is

ies

two

s

trnen

t

Services has an initial mandate from AB 3200 and also from the
Deddeh bill that requires us to coordinate all activities
indoor air quality in the state.

I'm

read the whole thing, but it

the state

sure if I i

s,

•

of indoor pollution.

su

s

es

event

That's an awesome ta

just from listening to that.

resea

trat

relating to the causes, effects, extent,

1

r

Services shall conduct and promote the coo
investigations, exper

t

We've att

1

re

as
wi

n our sma

group to accomplish that.
My interpretation of the

e

Air Resou

Board, and certainly Dr. Holmes can
more concerned with toxic air contami
between exposure indoors and exposure ou
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t,

s

s

re
rs.

If

a

t

t
att

to regulate exposure to toxic air contaminants outdoors without
knowing what the exposures are indoors, you can be making very
bad mistakes in terms of where are the real problems, and where
regulation is required.
Also, our activities are broader in the indoor air
quality sense because we're concerned about, for example, sick
building syndrome, building-related illness, which I, at least at
this point, wouldn't interpret to be within the purview of the
Air Resources Board.

We also have expertise in ventilation,

which is an important aspect of sick building syndrome, and in
microbiological contaminants, which is, as was mentioned
Spengler, an important cause of acute health effects.

Dr.

So, we're

interested in toxic air contaminants, those that are
carcinogenic.

We are also interested in indoor pollutants that

are, perhaps, causing less life-threatening health effects but
can result in severe compromise of people's health as well as
productivity losses.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

It sounds to me, though, as if

there is still an overlap between what you are talking about ..•
DR. HAYWARD:

Oh, definitely.

In fact, Dr. Holmes shop

and mine have been in constant contact, probably for the last six
months, trying to resolve some of the overlaps and to prevent too
much duplication.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

I

appreciate that.

Dr. Holmes,

may I ask you to briefly characterize how you see the distinction
between what the Department of Health Services does and what you
do?
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s

MR.

tion, is so poor that there is plenty of work for

indoor air pol

te

latory

ir

a

Now we

everybody to
r

knowledge of indoor quality,

te

irwoman's two pieces of

r

AB 3252.

legislation, AB 1807

substantial mandate,

data that we need to carry

out those mandates, namely, risk assessment, putting risk
assessments in perspective of indoor and outdoor air pollution
does not exist.

We're gathering the data we need to do that as

fast as we can.

A great deal of that data will also be useful to

the Department of Health Services and other state agencies that
may have, now or may in the future, the authority to do something
about indoor air quality problems in this state.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

Can you foresee the day when the

Air Resources Board would have explicit authority, to regulate
indoor air quality the same way you regulate ambient air quality?
MR. HOLMES:

I think somebody should have clear

authority as the regulatory agency responsible for overseeing the
t

of

air

tter in a
survey,

•

We can answer
we've comple

e

t

i

r air

i

li

li

ing

don't con

cons

rat

some

t

i

Uni

our agency

in much in the way of

when they are formulated.

are half a dozen state agencies,
rts

question

I

guess, that contribute various

Building Code.

t

is an example of
an

t

ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

There

on.

Thank you.

I have a final question for Dr. Hayward.

In your

statement earlier, you referred to 1,000 cases of illness
i

i

the sick building syndrome.
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Did I hear you correctly?

DR. HAYWARD:

No, what I said is that it was estimated

by an employee of Cal-OSHA that there are approximately 1,000
cases of sick building syndrome, or building-related illness,
only in the sense that there are approximately 1,000 buildings
for which this is true.

Each of these building, and this is per

year, contain as many people.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

That's what I wanted to clarify.

So, it's 1,000 buildings we're talking about, and we could be
talking about tens of thousands of people?
DR. HAYWARD:

Probably more.

ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:
affected.

Probably more than that who are

Where does this data come from, Cal-OSHA?

Are they

the people who made that projection?
DR. HAYWARD:

Some of this is from Cal-OSHA complaints.

Basically, it's extrapolation based upon some assumptions of the
percentage of complaints that they actually receive, as well as
the overlapping complaints, and so on.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

Are you able to compare that

number, approximately 1,000 buildings today, to what it might
have been two or three years ago in terms of the range, the level
of complaint?
DR. HAYWARD:

There is no way for me to compare, but I

would suspect that it hasn't really changed very much.

The

problems that existed three years ago exist today, and problems
that exist today existed three years ago with the use of
economizer systems and large ventilation systems.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

-

Thank you.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
heard Mr. Salle's testimony.
experience, very frustrati

Dr.

rd and Dr. Holmes, you

That is a very frustrating
situation for a homeowner or a

rson who is sensit

r is in the house.

The test

the department appears to have made, that he testified to, didn't
seem like much of a test at all.
DR. HAYWARD:

Well, actually, our department didn't even

make any tests in his home.
made that test.

I suspect that the health department

And, yes, it's a very difficult problem.

We

have attempted to respond in the sense of a SWAT team, to
situations like this, and probably it's very unfortunate that Mr.
Salle came to us after we had attempted to solve some and spent a
lot of our staff time having to drain it from our other
responsibilities, which are statewide, rather than one particular
horne.

So, I imagine that we did talk to him and attempt to give

him advice, but I'm sure he got advice from a lot of people.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
Toxics
d

ision d

test?

Oh, the Regional Office of the
It's interesti

, isn't it, and it

't seem li
DR

HAYWARD:

To tell you the truth, I'm surprised they

responded.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
toxic r

Well, it could be considered to be a

ease, and
DR. HAYWARD:

to respond.
I

mention that I had the same

problem in my home, at least part way.
RWOMAN TANNER:

How d
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you resolve it?

DR. HAYWARD:

I resolved it by tearing up the floor and

the subfloor, but it was only a portion of the house.
that is probably necessary in his case as well.

I think

I didn't have

the problem of the sealer, which sounds to me much worse.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
DR. HAYWARD:

I wish that someone would test it.

We have the ability to test and we have

the ability to test for formaldehyde.

It would certainly help us

if we could obtain some of the material that was originally
applied to the floor.

Oftentimes, rather than having to search

around at a cost of something like $1,000 per compound for a
measurement, if we have a better idea of what we're looking for
ahead of time, it could ..• ,
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Perhaps we can arrange that, or Mr.

Salle can arrange that.
DR. HAYWARD:

We can certainly talk about it.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
have a four o'clock meeting.

Are there any other questions?
Oh, no, we have one more.

I

Yes, go

ahead.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN DELAINE EASTIN:

Yes, I just have a couple

of questions.
First, I heard you mention that you really only have
seven people.

Are you in the process of filling that position,

or have you been instructed not to fill that position?

Are you

allowed to find someone and fill that position?
DR. HAYWARD:

We're just now looking for somebody to

fill the position.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Were you required to hold that

position open for a period of time?
DR. HAYWARD:

Yes, we were.
IN:

Okay.

Madam Chair, did you hear that?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

No, I'm sorry, I didn't.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
seven people.

Dr. Hayward said he only had

He was required to hold that position open for a

period of time.
DR. HAYWARD:

We were required to do that for salary

savings purposes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Yes, but I'm just saying that

sometimes I think we fall behind the power curve.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
and it is very difficult.

I'm aware that those things happen,
Another thing, it's very difficult to

find qualified people to fill those positions.

I think it's a

very important issue, because I think our universities, our
h

t

is

are not at

ili

miserably in this particular area.

ing to train people, and this is certainly a

huge problem and a subject that the public is very concerned
about.

Wou

't you suppose that there would be more training?

I really feel it is something that has to be considered.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
is

int

My concern is that I've heard

e from the Department of Health Services,

from people who sort of want to remain anonymous and don't have
to come up here under oath, or not even have to come and testify.
I'm worri

t we do fall behind on some of the surveys and
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some of the studies we request as a legislature because folks
like you are, essentially, told not to fill positions for budget
reasons when, in fact, we did appropriate the right amount of
money for you to have a full staff.
Secondly, I'm concerned about a notion that the federal
government will pass more responsibility back to the state
government and, as I heard Mr. Holmes say, "Well, this will
become a state and local responsibility."

The typical city in

the state, whether it's Weed, California, Milpitas, California,
or a host of others, don't have staffs that will help them to
determine what a sick building is, or in fact, how to proceed if
they do have one.

I think the buck clearly has to stop with the

state, and we do have to take a certain role in terms of framing
what these issues are, understanding what the compounds that
we're dealing with are.
I would hope we wouldn't just simply try to pass these
responsibilities along.

I know you are dealing with a limited

budget as well, but I think that once we're done with these
studies we have to begin to say,

11

What are we going to do about

some of these things?"
Frankly, I'm very concerned that we take a look at some
suggestions for the Uniform Building Code for the state of
California to deal with some of these things.

It seems to me

that we don't want to proliferate 400 different solutions in 400
different cities, nor do we want to promote this inequity, which,
it seems to me, is shaking out for a lot of homeowners and people
who work in businesses.

So, I would hope you all would come up
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with some very definite recommendations for what role the state
can take in terms of framing these issues.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

Thank you for your testimony.

We

appreciate very much your contribution.
Let's call forward the final witness today, Dr.
Grimsrud.

You can come forward.
DR. DAVID GRIMSRUD:

Much of what I will be talking

about has been covered up to this point, and I realize we're
late, so let me skip into the body of the testimony.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

Could you start, though, by

identifying yourself for the record and giving us some sense of
your background on this issue?
DR. GRIMSRUD:

That would be helpful.

All right.

My name is David Grimsrud.

I'm program leader of the indoor environment program at Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory.
LBL has been involved, for the last decade, in indoor
air quality research funded, primarily, by the Department of

•

Energy.

r context for studying the problems is different from

context of the Harvard group.

Our emphasis has been on

buildings and the interaction between energy conservation
programs and indoor air quality, rather than the emphasis on
health effects

indoor air quality of the Harvard group.

I've watched as the state of California has developed an
indoor air

lity research program.

The state has to be

commended for establishing a program like this.
indication

It's an

forward thinking environmental concern.

Yet, it is

my sense that the state has not been willing to properly support
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the program.

Therefore, much of what it could have been doing

has not been done.
During the past year our research program at LBL did a
study for PG&E to look at the impact of some of PG&E's programs
on indoor air quality in PG&E's service territory, which extends
throughout northern California all the way down to the
Tehachapi's.

One of the things that came out very strongly from

that survey was that there's very little known about indoor air
quality, or very few measurements of indoor air quality in
California buildings.
We did identify formaldehyde studies that the Indoor Air
Quality Research Program has done.

We also identified the

studies of nitrogen dioxide in buildings which was done by
Southern California Gas in the Los Angeles area.

But, in many

areas where substantial concern should be placed, in trying to
understand whether or not there are problems in California
buildings, very little work has been done.

I think it's ironic,

the amount of effort going into the asbestos problem while the
radon problem in California residences, probably more severe by a
factor of ten to one hundred in terms of health risk, has
received very little attention.

There is a pilot study under way

now, funded through ARB to the Indoor Air Quality Research
Program, but it's only a pilot and really does not give a study,
or get up with the problem that potentially exists in California
residences.
I mentioned a bit about federal support for state
programs.

There is some legislation in Congress right now to

-

84 -

give

s

t

study radon, for example, because SB

744 has just passed the Senate and has been introduced in the
will be passed.

and li

It provides $10 million

t translates into $200,000 to perhaps $1
i
, a

, wi

only $3,000 to $15,000 per

t amount of money for studying a radon

problem in var

parts of the state.

s

r

I'll make some comments

es that could be done if more funds were

lable for research in the state.

Several of these have been

on by earlier speakers.
li

I

to close my brief comments by speculating a

bit about indoor air quality standards.
isedly.

I

use the word speculate

There is a tremendous amount of disagreement about

what should

done about regulating indoor air.

The question

ranges from those who would like to regulate air quality of all
possi

contaminants in every building in the country to those

who argue

it is a question of free choice what goes into a
e,

i

r

ies should not touch

it.
comment that
air

i

informat

would make is that it is premature to

ity standards at this time.

is available,

I

When more

think there should be indoor air

, but they should be different than the kind of

i

we have right now.

i

Outdoor air quali
ave

I

re

a

standards tend to establish an
ion

people.

I think the

ion of an indoor standard is quite different.
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If you look

at the distribution of concentrations in a group of buildings,
for any particular pollutant, you tend to see a distribution that
has a peak very close to the origin, very low concentrations.
Then there is a tail on that distribution and slopes up to very
high concentrations.

I thi

the

t

an i

r air

quality standard would be to cut off the tail of that
distribution and protect the rather small group of people who are
exposed to very high concentrations.
Related to that group of numbers, then, would be the
kind of ventilation standards that we currently have, but
ventilation standards that are appropriately framed.

Right now

we have ventilation standards, ASHRAE, the American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers, has a
group of standards that try to protect air quality.

They do that

by setting ventilation rates for different classes of buildings
that are built throughout the country.

It's an advisory

consensus standard that's picked up by most building codes in the
country.
The

wi

it is

t it

nothing about the

various sources of pollutants, so a ventilation standard by
itself is inadequate.

Ventilation standards that ASHRAE

currently revising and currently will issue, perhaps, in summer
of 1988, will come out as an inadequate standard.
venti

tion standard is combined wi

Only when a

product emission standards

for the building products and the use in the buildings and the
ngs that we bring into the buildings with us, not only
clothing but also consumer products that help to contaminate the

-
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building, will a ventilation standard have any real meaning.

I

think the state, or other governmental agencies, have the
authority and responsibility to control emissions from the
various things that go into buildings.

It's only when that

happens that the ventilation standards, which is a fairly easy
standard to meet, actually have some effect.
The figure that I present in this testimony is a
collection of measurements that were made in forty different
commercial buildings in the Pacific northwest showing
concentrations of a particular pollutant.

This pollutant happens

to be respirable suspended particles, small buildings that you
can breathe deep into the lung.

This is part of the funct

air exchange rate, or ventilation rate, and you can see by
looking at this figure that there is no particular ventilation
rate that will ensure a particular concentration of respirable
suspended particles.

It's fairly obvious, when you think about

it, since the dominant source is tobacco smoke.

Only when there

is some control of the amount of tobacco smoking that goes on in
a building, having a particular ventilation rate says very little

•

about what the concentration of pollutant could be.

You can

collect data that supports this kind of figure for every
pollutant that you've ever studied.

If you plot the pollutant

concentrations and functional ventilation rate with no control of
source emissions, you'll get a distribution that looks like this
and it is very difficult to say that the public health or the
occupants in that building are protected by a particular
ventilation.
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On summary, I believe that indoor air standards will
happen in the future.

I think they should be framed differently

than outdoor air standards.

I think the most practical kind of

standard is the standard which combines the ventilation rate
standard with emission controls.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

Thank you Dr. Grimsrud.

When it

comes to the issue of radon, you talked about how much more
serious, in your judgement, the radon threat is than the asbestos
threat~

You talk about how little we've done in the radon area

in comparison to asbestos.

What is your explanation for why that

phenomenon has occurred?
DR. GRIMSRUD:
"chemophobia."

John Spengler, earlier, used the

In a sense, part of the public's response to

particular pollutants is governed by many different factors.
There was legislation that the EPA passed, mandating that
asbestos be controlled in the schools.

One group of buildings

that will always cause a tremendous storm of protest is schools.
They are under the control of local school districts.

If there

is any idea that school children are at risk from pollutants,
that is something people will demand action on.
I think it's simply a question of political survival,
because people who argue for asbestos control want to stay in
office.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

When it comes to the ultimate job

of establishing standards and trying to get into the regulation
of these hazards, what level of government should take the lead?
Where should that most appropriately be done?
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DR. GRIMSRUD:

I think it's appropriate for certain

classes of buildings to talk about federal standards.

However,

housing, residential buildings and residential standards, I
think, should be regional, or should be carried by the states.
The regulations should be carried by the states, for the
following reason.

If you look across the housing stock in the

United States, you see clearly not separate housing styles for
different states but you see separate housing styles for regions
of the country.

It is very difficult for the federal government,

I think, to adequately deal with the variation of regional
building styles that exist.

It's very difficult for people in

Washington, D.C., to understand the difference between housing in
North Carolina and housing in the state of Washington.
housing is quite different.

The

It meets different local needs and

there is a tremendous amount of difference that exists on the
regional level, which I think is necessary to mandate anything
dealing with residences in the United States.
In the case of commercial buildings, I think there's
much more uniformity in design and uniformity of systems that are

•

used in those buildings, and therefore, I think that would be an
appropriate place for the federal regulations to be put in place.
Politically, or practically, I would say California
should go for it.

California has taken the lead in many

situations where the federal government has been very reluctant
or unable to really deal with the situation, and often California
has come out a winner because of it.

The ambient air quality

standards and emission control standards from automobiles that
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have come out of California have allowed industry to develop in
California that later had a ready market when the same
regulations were expanded to the rest of the United States.
very good for business in California.

It's

I think California has

shown leadership in the past and should continue to do so.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

Dr. Hayward, in his testimony,

talked about an estimate of some 1,000 sick buildings in the
state, with many more victims within each building.

Do you have

any way of estimating or quantifying the magnitude of the problem
here in California?
DR. GRIMSRUD:

No, I don't.

The numbers that I'm

familiar with are the numbers of sick buildings, viewed at 30% of
all the new buildings that are built.

Sick buildings are very

difficult to document because no building owner wants to publicly
acknowledge that his or her building is sick.

It is an economic

imperative to try to make that not something that gets into
public information.
Whenever we try to go into a building to investigate a
building, we have a very difficult time investigating private
buildings.

The only way we can investigate large groups of

commercial office buildings is to look at the public sector,
government office buildings.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

In response to the growing

recognition that this sick building phenomenon exists, have you
seen any response from the construction industry here in
California?
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DR. GRIMSRUD:

When we're talking about sick buildings,

we're talking about commercial office buildings.

I think there

is an awareness, as a result of seminars, that some of these
buildings exist.

There is an organization in southern California

that is attempting to begin to commission buildings, which is a
healthy sign.

This is a group of people who will go into a

building when it's completed and make tests on the building to
see if it works properly.

I guess I have to stop here.

I think

there's an awareness that there's a potential problem, but I
don't see any concerted group effort attacking it.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:

Thank you.

Assemblymember

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Sort of along those lines, I'm

Eastin?

curious to know, should we be spending a bit more time and
attention on just how some of these factors you talk about, how
you relate ventilation standards to emission standards, and,
specifically, have we done a great disservice by creating
buildings which are such self-contained environments, partly
because, I know, you don't want people to open windows because

•

you have a massive air conditioning system and you don't want to
throw it off by having a window open.

But I worked in downtown

San Francisco, and if you went into the office on the weekend, as
most compulsive people tend to do, you found yourself in a steam
bath.

The system was turned off, and it was very unpleasant to

be there most of the time.

It was either too hot or too cold,

normally too hot, and stuffy.

Are there some things we ought to

be looking at in the context of building design, some use of the
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university, school of architecture, or some other way that we
ought to be looking at actually changing the way we think about
these large buildings?
DR. GRIMSRUD:

That's an interesting question.

A large

building, if properly designed, should have sealed windows.

The

engineering problem of designing and moving the ventilation air
through buildings is a much easier problem to solve if the
windows are sealed.

When the windows are open, all the pressure

valves in the ventilation system are disrupted.
the ventilation system is thrown out.

The control of

If you are dealing with

small buildings, human-scaled buildings, that isn't so much of a
problem.

If you look at the financial district of San Francisco,

those buildings should be built with sealed windows.

That's the

only way they can be adequately controlled.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Well, then should there be

minimum standards of operation of the ventilation system?
DR. GRIMSRUD:
alternative.

Absolutely. It's certainly a reasonable

If the system is turned off completely, pollutants

will build up.

Humans shouldn't be in that space unless there is

some minimum amount of outdoor air.
There haven't been many measurements of emissions in
large buildings.

That's a difficult and expensive group of

measurements to make.

It's one that your indoor quality research

program should be making.

But those that have been made suggest

that there is a certain leakage in the building's shell, so there
is a certain minimum amount of air that does come in at all
times.

A building is really a nightmare type of thing.
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They do

leak, but if someone wants to work in the building on weekends or
in evenings when the system is shut off, there should be some
kind of minimum air conditioning system providing clean air.
ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:
Building Safety Commission.

Mr. Bradley?
That could be done through the

Why hasn't anything been done,

asking them to upgrade the UBC Code?

We don't need legislation

to implement what you're talking about.
DR. GRIMSRUD:
standard for buildings.

No, that should be part of an operational
I serve on the ASHRAE ventilation

committee, and we looked at that standard as a standard for
design of buildings.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:
DR. GRIMSRUD:

Five cfm?

Well, in the new standard it would be 15

cfm as the minimum ventilation of any space in any building.

The

building codes, as they presently exist in this state and other
states in the country, only apply to the new building as it's
designed to be operated.

Cal-OSHA, by pushing for an operation

standard for buildings, truly broke new ground, and the fact that
that operating standard may or may not be lost.

I don't know

what the present situation is with that standard, but that's the
kind of thing that should exist.

It should be out there in the

standards.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:

I'm a civil engineer, so I do some

building, and when you submit a set of plans to the building
department, most of them that I'm aware of do not have the
capability of analyzing particularly high-rise buildings, so they
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farm it out.

Do the people that do the high-rise analysis check?

It's easy to say I'm putting a suction fan in the bathroom or
it's going to maintain this 15 cfm, but do they analyze the
stacks and the piping that takes it out to wherever it's going to
see that there will be sufficient capacity as it accumulates
through the high-rise?
DR. GRIMSRUD:
expect that that's done.

I'm not truly familiar with that.

I

There are certainly problems in the new

buildings as they turn out.

In some cases those problems have

related to the ventilation system.

Buildings, as a group of

objects in our society, tend to be improperly maintained.
are very complicated things, more complicated than they were 20
years ago, and the typical building operator, I don't think, is
properly trained to operate some of these complex systems.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:

Not unless they're using heat from

the light bulbs and everything else, then they need professional
help.
DR. GRIMSRUD:

It's very complicated.

ASSEMBLYMAN BRADLEY:
Diego.

STJ has such a program in San

The thing this committee could do is have somebody from

the Building Safety Committee meet with this committee and
explain some of the things we've heard here and some of the
concerns, and ask them what they can do through their

outlet,

because most of the things that've been talked about here today
do not require legislation.

It can be done through the Building

Standards Committee, and that'd be a good place to attack it
from.
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ASSEMBLYMAN MARGOLIN:
testimony, Dr. Grimsrud.

Thank you very much for your

We appreciate your being here today.

We'd like to thank all the other witnesses who have come here
today to provide us with some very informative testimony on a
topic that this legislature will be more and more deeply involved
with during the coming year.

Thank you all very much.

We are adjourned.

# # # # #

•
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